
 

 

 

 
 

Cepsa and Damas lead the first green hydrogen 
partnership in intercity transport in Spain 

 

• Both companies have reached an agreement to promote the use of 
intercity buses powered by green hydrogen in several passenger transport 
lines in the provinces of Seville, Huelva, and Cadiz 

• The first buses powered by this energy, up to 10 in the initial phase, will 
begin to operate in 2025 

• This agreement demonstrates the possibilities offered by the Andalusian 
Green Hydrogen Valley, the largest green hydrogen project in Europe, 
promoted by Cepsa, enabling decarbonization of land and maritime heavy 
transport and adjacent industry 

• This new partnership is part of Cepsa's Positive Motion strategy, through 
which the company wants to become a leader in the energy transition, 

leading the production of green hydrogen, among other sustainable 
energy solutions 

• For Damas, a company with more than 100 years of experience in its 
sector, this agreement is part of its clear commitment to sustainability and 
its strategy of constant modernization of its fleet, incorporating 
environmentally friendly vehicles. 

Cepsa and Damas have signed an agreement to promote the development of green 
hydrogen in intercity road transport and further promote sustainable mobility. This is the 
first partnership of this type in Spain, and its objective is to incorporate buses powered 

by this sustainable fuel into the Damas fleet of vehicles, which will run on several 
passenger transport lines in the provinces of Seville, Huelva, and Cadiz.  
 

Under this agreement, Cepsa will provide refueling facilities and green hydrogen, and 
Damas will add up to 10 buses powered by this energy to its fleet in the initial phase. 
These vehicles will be used on several routes geographically close to the Andalusian 

Green Hydrogen Valley projects. Some of these routes will be Huelva-Seville, Seville-
Chipiona, Seville-Camas, Seville-Tomares, Huelva-Punta Umbria, and Huelva-Puerto de 
Santa Maria. The first green hydrogen-powered buses are scheduled to travel these 

routes in 2025. In addition, both companies will consider expanding to other regions and 
routes. 
 

Using green hydrogen-powered buses on these routes will prevent the annual emission 
of 900.000 kg of CO2.  
 

Enrique Iglesias, director of Commercial Structuring of Cepsa's Hydrogen business, 
noted: "This agreement is an important step in our goal to boost sustainable mobility, 
especially to promote the medium-distance transport sector in Andalusia and Spain. We 
will work with Damas to advance the energy transition together and seek sustainable 

solutions for our customers." 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

José de la Gándara, CEO of Damas, added: “This project is a very important step in our 
intention to incorporate CO2 emission-free vehicles into our fleet, in the search for clean 

and sustainable mobility". 
 
With this type of partnership, Cepsa is strengthening its commitment to sustainable 

solutions to advance in the energy transition, decarbonizing both heavy transport and 
industry. In its 2030 Positive Motion strategy, the company has set itself the goal of 
promoting the decarbonization of transportation by boosting both electric mobility and 

the use of green hydrogen and second-generation biofuels.  
 
Cepsa aims to lead green hydrogen production in Spain and Portugal by 2030 with a 

total capacity of 2 GW. To this end, the company will establish the Andalusian Green 
Hydrogen Valley, which will have two production sites located in Palos de la Frontera, 
Huelva, and Campo de Gibraltar, Cadiz, and will position Andalusia as the largest hub in 

Europe in this technology.   
 
This partnership contributes to the 2030 Agenda’s Sustainable Development Goals: 

Specifically, it contributes to SDG 7 (Affordable and Clean Energy), SDG 12 (Responsible 
Production and Consumption), and SDG 13 (Climate Action). 
 
Cepsa is a leading international company committed to sustainable mobility and energy with a solid technical 
experience after more than 90 years of activity. The company also has a world-leading chemicals business 
with increasingly sustainable operations. 
 
In 2022, Cepsa presented its new strategic plan for 2030, Positive Motion, which projects its ambition to be 
a leader in sustainable mobility, biofuels, and green hydrogen in Spain and Portugal, and to become a 
benchmark in the energy transition. The company places customers at the heart of its business and will 
work with them to help them advance their decarbonization objectives. 
 
ESG criteria inspire all of Cepsa's actions as it advances toward its net positive objective. Over the course of 
this decade, it will reduce our Scope 1 and 2 CO2 emissions by 55% and the carbon intensity index of our 
products by 15-20%, with the goal of achieving net zero emissions by 2050. 
 
 
With more than 100 years of experience, DAMAS is the largest regular and occasional passenger transport 
company, operating as a service concessionaire in the province of Huelva. It has a complete infrastructure 
and maintains continuous reinvestment and modernization of its fleet and facilities to be at the forefront of 
the industry. Its service is tailored to clients' needs, offering special rates and offers. 
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